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Ask a million writers where they first appeared in print, and
999,000 will tell you that it was in their college literary magazine.
(Another 999 were fust published in their high school magazine, and
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the remaining writer's mother knew someone who knew someone at

The New Yorker.)
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Carefully conceived and diligently carried through to print, as

Dan Hale
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this issue of Mosaic so obviously is, a campus journal of literature

Nancy Hubbard
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and the arts is a means of conveying to members of the campus
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community (and to others in the real worlds beyond the borders of all
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the High Streets and Olentangy Rivers) the rich lode of literary and
artistic talent that runs through an institution as vast and full of
creative life as Ohio State. The editors have spent countless, backbreaking hours in mining this fine ore, in uncovering this treasure.
We are in their debt
At Larry's and Bernie's, in numerous literature, art and
photography classrooms, in the rarified atmosphere of the Creative

Shana Weber

62

Writing Room in Denney Hall, and in hundreds of other rooms on

Andrew Zuck

42

hundreds of desks, good things have come into being and have then
been buried in strata to undergo their organic maturation for the
emotional and intellectual eons it takes to make art. Here they've
been brought up to be exposed to all of us.
See how, on every page, they sparkle and shine, and how, when
our eyes ignite them, they blaze and glow with a pure and steady
warmth.
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A Pearl Too Costly
!Voel~ac(;orrnack

I saw you tonight
whispering something in the ear
of a giggling little girl in
the Sunday School She hogged you
and you laughed with her.
YOU bastard.
I thought children inconvenienced you.
"I understand what this cost you," you told me then,
"It cost me too."
Sure.
God didn't weave the
inward parts of our child
with you as He did with me.
You didn't feel the seed
take root in my womb.
Cost means never seeing
a child without remembering
that seed being planted
and flowering inside of me.
Until we ripped the roots
and my flower shriveled.
Your sermon tonight told of
a man who sold all he had
for a priceless pearl
But we sold our pearl
to hold on to everything we had.
save our souls.

Bridie Saccocio

Your eyes met mine
from your exalted spot
to my lowly seat in
the congregation. You quickly
looked away as if to deny
the truth of my empty womb.
But you know. You know
we can't vacuum the truth
because it inconveniences us.
Truth bums on the inside,
no banner or lettu to show
to the children in the
Sunday School .
Mosaic
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American Express
Stan Eskil
Palomino Integrity
And Dalmation Desire
Across our Chemical Emerald Lawns
Well fed in
Power Spandex Suspenders
We stand on the Rattaned Veranda
Comfort and Coiffed
Our lazy passion is upstairs doing her nails
At an Iris Printed Vanity
Nobody's Looking
The Kids linger on the
Unromantic Pine Deck
Keen to Yellow Walkmans
Slurping Saccharin Cola
The Sharp Fences
Etch a Black and White Line
Across the Ctiy
On the Filthy Buses
Old Lies die painfully
The Shutters are nailed
Thick White Paint
To The House
And The Door
Has a Pretty Brass Deadbolt

The maintenance man will come tomorrow
To fix the Gutters
And Treat the Grass

And dinner is our
Prosperous Pork Chop
Canned Designer Peas
Over Dan Rather
and Qever Commentary on
Twenty Second Clips

on the corner
last summer's lemonade stand
lies broken on its side
and the ragged pieces of newspaper
blowing in streets
are the tired diaries and wills
of a generation
that will have nothing to give
except
Botanical Scientific Abortions
Unfulfilled Gray Dreams
and Aloof Neglect of a Brother's Wants
the shadows from sickly elms
creep slowly across the spread
and our halogen porchlight
bums far too faint
for our realm of knowledge
or convenient safety.

Chris
Chary Lee
He's an insurmountable lump
on the far side of the bed
when I slip in,
and I wonder who he is
t.ilat he should be here in my space.
But when this sticky creature
turns to me awake,
hair sticking up, eyes
hazy but open,
I am no longer
a man-hater.
I am no longer
an outsider
or a prospective suicide.
I am wrapped into
the warmest thing
I have ever felt
Mosaic
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Progress
Brian Garber

I

There is, in my body,

a field of timothy
and thistle.
A sanctuary where
thistle heads hug only themselves
and the bellies of poems
that pass from the deep of my body.
A man trespassed there.

The concrete of his body
scraped the palms of the air.
Gravel weeded up between his toes
and rolled over the field
like the shadow of a planet.
He spoke each small rock into
New York State Route 17,
the Edmonton Mall,
Indian Hills Golf Course,
the Big Nickel Mine,
something to fill space,
or any other human contrivance.
When it's quiet
and I'm not listening,

that man's voice passes into
the last grey rock,
through my ear,
and climbs to something beyond
those telephone wires
swaying above my head
in the never-dark of the city ..

10
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Shawn Comella

Berthie' s Funeral
Brian Garber
I

Behind me at the funeral home,
standing among the relatives,
is Berthie's black walnut tree.
There must be a gap
in the fence where it stood.
The neighbor children,
who build ugly snowmen,
will surely run through
and trample her garden.
And who will keep her yard dark
with fruit and shade?

n
When Igo,
my yard will bathe in birch;
bright fingers pinching shadows up
into the undersides of leaves.
A wind shall carve
the caves of my body,
carrying the scent
of turtles, on rocks, in the spring.
That odor in the Ohio air
refuses the play of her lungs.

m
Burn me.
Spread me by the birch.
Let them lift·my ashes to the sun
and let me end there,
snowing in space.

12
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Song

Jeffery L. Murphy

Annette Haddad
Day in the dungeon
Dark in the dawn
RUied by a scepter of silence
A bell toll ravages this kingdom.
Shivering shadows of antiquity
bludgeoned by a nursery school society,
reciting rhymes that echo
in a chamber of gas.
Crippled groping bones
leaning on their stones
Alone.

This old man
He played too
Rocking the cradle
Raping the crypt
Ring aroWld the roses
sung by the ashes,
A rocket full of poseurs
all fall down.
Sing a song of sixth sense
Blind as mice see.
How they run
like the ink.
A trio
A triplet
A thrice-thrown die
A three-pan dissonance
In the key of D
minor.

An epitaph of freedom

Scrawled in baby's blood.
Mary had a little lamb
branded by the lion.

March
in the Ides of
March
and the children
March
to the beat of blood
Dripping as the rain
dripped and dried and
left
left to write
on stones
left ·
left to right the stones
left
left alone
and left
all
alone
14
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Panther
Annette Haddad
Sleek body sable

Wicked whisper ravishes
Slinks away with prey.

Mosaic
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Straightjacket Babbling
Noel Maccormack
Freud claims that I'm orally fixated
due to my penis envy which sounds better
I believe than a fear of knives.
This way I have everything to gain and nothing
to lose, save my imaginary Oedipal friend.
Erik Erikson (who would do that to a kid?)
simply places me in the mire of a
"developmental crisis" about "Role Confusion"
which would be fine except I still have
to go to work Monday, moratorium or not
But Skinner tells me that learning
how to salivate when a bell rings
will enable me to modify destructive behavior.
Only please no little boxes because
I have this nasty case of claustrophobia.
If I could just unrepress my infancy
(I'm told my birth was traumatic)
it's rumored I might actually self-actualize.
Meanwhile, my flight over the cuckoo's nest

is a tiresome journey where I have to ask
just who the hell clipped my wings anyway.

Brian Moran

Mosaic
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Living
Janet Murphy
There are questions
I must ask of you:
When will you stop writing
death's sickly prayeiupoo our lives
And when will you become
the born-again liar

who professes love
and whose vision
of life
arises like the Phoenix
from the ashes of the sa.?

Speak tome
with all of your wisdom

and indifference.
Stare into my eyes
which seek to grapple
with the coldness that is mutable
within you.

There is no one alive
the way you are alive
Stretched out beneath the colorless
world of om bodies
connected in a bondage that is self-inflicted
yet inescapable.
Tome
you are the misery and the lightning
in a stam
where I am the rain
coming and going
in a desert
that is desolate without you
and where urgency calls me to pronounce
that what we have been searching for
is within and amoog ourselves:
If we do not speak
If we dare to love
We will abdicate de.alb's
grip on our lives
And we will live among the living
free to escape the inescapable
truth of life.

18
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Sculpture to Wander To

Jeffery L. Murphy

Nowhere
Pamela Brown

Safe unlike Max, who is burning with fever. "Are we going to
catch fish?" he asks, eyes closed. He shivers beneath a pile of wool
blankets. 'Tm so cold." The boat vibrates under both of us.

The night is deathly quiet; so still that for a moment I wonder if
Max is still breathing. We are miles from the shore, the two of us
alone in scarcely more than a rowboat. This is Max's idea- he
claims he really wants to see the stars before he dies. So here we are,
floating in the middle of Lake Winnebago, black water gently
slapping the sides of our boat, black sky surrounding us everywhere
else. Max's constellations are nowhere to be found.
"Lisa," Max sighs, "Lisa, do we have clover at home?"
"Yes, Max."
"But not like here, right?" He manages to pull himself into a
sitting position. "At home it's just leaves, sometimes four for good

Indeed so cold nothing can warm him, nothing can melt the
icicles of pain invading Max's weary lungs. I too am cold, frozen by
association. My mind sltivers, not from the wind rising from the
lake, but forced at last to confront the impending.doom. I knew it ·
would be this hard. I can't deny it; when Max cradled my head in hi~
lap and gently told me his test was positive, I knew something next"to
desolation was in store for me. For both of us. AIDS meant far more
than certain death, far more than watching Max wither and lose
control. AIDS was truth, of a different sort Reality, perhaps, on a
grandiose scale.
How could anyone have known? Max was hungry for only a

luck, but here the clover is purple. And white. Like little ball
flowers."
"I guess it's different in Wisconsin, Max."
"Are we in Wisconsin?" he asks before drifting off to sleep.
"Yes, honey," I whisper, reaching over the side to feel the cool
water. It ripples past my fingertips, caught in its own journey to
nowhere. Both hands are submerged now, trying to cleanse
themselves of the pain. I clench and unclench my fists, then weave
my fingers together to form a cup.
Lake Winnebago trickles through my hair, down my face,
dances over the soft skin between my breasts. Again and again I dip
and release, dip and release, moving methodically until it seems the
lake must be dry. Still, the agony lingers-no matter how I try to
wash it away-making its presence very well known.
I cheat the darkness for one swift moment gripping the worn
black plastic flashlight and shining it on Max's face. So thin, so
gaunt, so gray in the absence of sunlight My wrist turns to point the
beam at the water-a mw:ky green circle appears in the middle of the
blackness. _"Hi fishes," I smile, knowing they are hidden som~here

flaming face. "Look at the sky." His eyelids fight to flutter open,

deep below the opaque surface. "Don't worry, you're safe tonight"

pupils seize the darkness before turning to the shadow of my face.

20
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few golden moments of pleasure. Whether he fell to chemical
solace, or another's touch, it was meant to be a secret The infidelity
was meant to stay hidden in Max's past.
Yet as the mooruess sky sutlcs into the lake's horizon, so does·
the past into the future.

Somewhere~

Max's infidelity looms, a truth

so terrifying it remains unspoken. For seven years, I've honored my
marriage vows, and the grim reality is Max has not. I could allow
this to destroy me, but in my heart, I know such destruction would be

pointless.
Just as this journey to nowere is pointless. A thousand blankets
could never warm Max; a thousand night clouds cover the sky,
depriving him of the one dream still in his grasp. Much as his past
burns a bitter wound inside me, I sitll want Max to re happy: to wish
upon a star, perhaps. Then by some miracle it happens: a cloud
shifts, the heavens part.
"Look, Max," I tell him, moving my cool hands across his

Mosaic
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"See?" I motion. directing his gaze to the single star that has
appeared out ot nowhere. He blinks, the closes his eyes.
"I love water."

"I know, Max."
"I love the stars. Lisa."
"I know. Max."
''When I die will there be a star for me?"
"Yes, darling." Please stop. Max. I can't bear this. I know it's
coming. but not here. not now.

"H I die tonight. will you throw my body in the lake?"
"Sweetie, you won't die tonight Look at the stars." One by one
they're twinkling on in the sky. slipping from behind the invisible
clouds. I hold my breath waiting for each one. Max's breathing
wavers, then slows to match the rocking motion of the boat Lake
Winnebago is great and dark and silent. its heart beating deep below
the surface. buried in silt and sand and gravel, lulling us both to
sleep.

Tree of Life

Kimberly Ann Stout

Downtown
Jennifer Susan Elswick
Walking across the way
of striped white on dull paved black
heavy with years of hurry;

their eyes fixed on it
not wondering what secrets asphalt could tell,
nor caring whose feet

may have passed before them.

Smog blankets the sun
and poisons the rain
that falls gently miles awayunheeded here.
And a sad man watches,
alone with his oldness on a park bench,

as the stream of strangm
subsides to a trickle;

and the rain soaks his paper.

Jodi Miller
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Gone
Ceary Traene
In the smokey haze of the room
i see You

You laugh at me
You scream at me
Your face is
damp with the tears
wiped away by Your hands
hands with prominent knuckles
which i used to clasp
in my hands
i used to run my stubby fingers
tracing your hand
like a child with a marker
the movement jerkywhile my mind wished that i could
trace the palm of Your band
gliding long. thin fingers across
like the olympic figure skaU7
upon ice
but as the football star fails at ballet
my hands distracted You
But now Your hands are clenched
the skin red from pressure
Your eyes red from tears
that i caused
The vision fades into the smoke
and Kris lights llilOthez cigarette

Yeti know
if i and You were face to face
the picture would be painted red

26
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Nature Extract

Linda Knyszek

Half-brother
Chary Lee
There is a small fairy
who limps although
he has ~ings
that could reverse
a dragon's breath
with a half-flutter.
He wears plastic shoes
and the second-hand suit
he finally grew into.
Waving and waving
hands
that could seaJ a leper's sores

if he would watch them.
My fairy, the sugar-addict,
the hyperactive discipline case,
the raw, slow burn

Susanne Grau
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Bar
John Blanton
Naive suburban kids getting drunk and bumping into each
other on the dance floor.
The fat girls are serious dancers.

I imagine they practice in the mirror at home for hours.
A newer stranger does some kind of hillbilly shoulder butt

thrust.
She's doin' her thing to the latest black pop tune about

sex, of course.

My Cup of Fur
John Blanton
I don't care what they say, I'm not gonna' wear any underwear.

I don't mean to beat a dead horse, but your dog shit all over my New
Shoes!

Lost mailmen are hostile this time of year and game show hosts act
cheesier that usual.

Nancy Hubbard

Hermits, with no peer pressure, eat a lot of salsa on these occasions.
The spanking of innocent potatoes is getting out of hand.
So, hold the chainsaw gently if you're gonna' use it to mend the

curtains.
Funky Hot Sex Pig, I love you to death.
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From A High School Window; 8:20 a.m.
Chris Fairchild
Outside in the parking lot, newly laid,
Clear puddles and night-crawlers revealed rain of the past night
Reflecting dark morning clouds.
Slowly the fog became.
Yellow parking lines unbecame.
Trees unbecame.
Their green melted together, turning to grey.
A light on the building's comer caressed the fog with its aura.
The pavement was only recognizable by its black,
And it, too, was dissolving.
I walked out through blue enamel doors
And felt the wet, mild air.
"Hmm .. .50°," I said to myself
As the fog enfolded me.
And I unbecame
In a fog as unnervingly watchful
As
The encircling skeletal family.

Needle and Damage

Dan Hale
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Spring Quarter
Chary Lee
The bus moved. elephantine,
thunderous steps
weighed with peoplr-an over-packed pachyderm.
I stood on the other side of the street

and watched heat seep from the pavement.

The birds hung in the trees,
stone and flightless.
The crowd seethed
from buildings and busstops,
a slow paved snake
writhing around trees and railings.
I surrendered myself to the tranquiliz.ed afternoon,
walking automatically between twin white lines
that probably ended somewhere.
Then the SWl flashed silent helium
no one else saw

and my head rang with fire,
and eternity winked.

Paul Pepper

Annette Haddad
Are we not of our senses ?
Living photographs walking
in a 3-D landscape mural.
Lifesize talking statues with moving eyes
and heavy heads
Breathing in holographs
of invisible sound.
Ingesting the loud odors of
Hierarchal orders.
Is this not nature ?
A series of touch tone
At the sound of the beeps.
And you see the heat
feeling up the insides
of the last locked door.

Any
All
Names in the paper
face on the news
Picture perfect
Dead on arrival
and always returning to the
scene of your crime.
A cold sweat
in the body bag.
A reel to real.
The only seat
in the back row
seats all
Beneath the red
Four-letter word.

A cold seat
in the back row.
Is this not life ?
A Quadraphonic epilepsy
A wet-dream of words
spouting from mountains of hypocrisy.
The huddled mass
media
yearning to breathe free.
Have you not seen?

36
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Susan Merta

Margaret, I love you with all my heart, and I ask only that you

Snakes and Spiders

surrender your conscience and give your life to me.

StanEskil

YOU read that birthday card
Your evil is astounding. For one moment. you can be at the

when you were eating toast I remember the way you slid the folded

mall, simply telling me, the kiss of the spider is like the kiss of a

crepe paper out and cried. because a tree had died in South Carolina

snake except that a snake had no spine, shopping the sales, and then

for the violet envelope. It didn't matter that it wasn't your birthday,

at another you are invading me, touching my eyebrows in the car and

it didn't matter that your name is not Margaret, it didn't matter that I

remarking how the traffic is like it is in Sudan hot but fast

had not signed the card. Unfortunately, you had to spoil the moment

I don't want to know about the traffic in Sudan.

by asking me what time it was
do you

I was wearing the watch you told me not to wear with a red scarf
and black overcoat. because it would look like something frightful

know what seven dollars can buy there?
Honestly, my love, I admit I do not know the color of their flag,

out of an Edward Albee play.
and then telling me that a small child

and I am still able to buy apples at the supermarlc.et
but did I ever say these things to

had just died in Somalia.
You once sat down and tried to read a

you, did I ever look into your eyes, beyond the lipstick and your
browning hairline, when you told me that there is a remarlcable ·new

book at my apartment. when I lived above the deli on 53rd, the one

magazine on the social life of Madagascar, but where can you find a

that sold only pastrami that you would eat on Thursdays. I remembez

good newsstand outside of The Plaza and I always feel so cheap

when you sat on my bed and looked at me, deep and hard, the same

there, being in the hotel lobby it would be the German hotel company

way you looked at the crystal at Haviland's, and told me the plot of

that would run the only good newsstand in the city

the book. I think now, that is was the longest sustained thought I

I once stayed at a German hotel in Boon. Did I ever tell you that
they had a fimny coffee shop in the basement where a woman named

Katrina would greet me every morning with white tea?
why is there

ever beard you say,
"And then this girl goes down to the baseball diamond with her
friend Stash, and, like, he is very handsome, but also a druggie. Did
you know that they were below the freeway?"
and you looked at me in surprise and shock and

always a woman in the lobby paying, you asked me one day when
we were in a gallery, and I said that she was asking someone for a

terror and said, I haven't thought of the country of Mongolia for a

cigarette, except that they no linger make her brand of cigarettes.

week, and wasn't it all relative, remarking over Oneida silverware,

But you thought she was the doorman's mistress, and I said no, she

because you left the defrost vent on in the car.

was a prostitute that used to live with the man in four b when he still

the night we were on rush street. it was something cheap, something

worked for general electric
Why didn't I tell you that at the w~op?
when they opened the new plant he
moved to Seoul and rode a train to work

38
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there is something on my bones that drips of evil when i think of

i will never tell my children, a transaction for five dollars, a cheap
room for ten more,

it is you me her on a saggy bed and there is something on the
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wallpaper that is wet, and the blue shag soft wider our bare feeL it is

Ink

something cheap, as if i am finally wrong. and when i reached for

Brian Garber

you, it was black and white, yours and hers, and i, an empty handful
Folded pages

of soiled sheets.
if most of the lights did work, i didn't notice because we were all
shadows, something cheap, something here and there, on my knee,

of the Plain Dealer
line my dresser drawers,
dry and jaundiced

the pillows,

from their infections:

i forgot we were so cheap.
We sat in the
restaurant that plays "Gone with the Wind" on upside down
television sets to a Gene Loves Jezebel soundtrack, and you, holding
your fork in the precocias pensive manner. You asked me, how do
you think they make hot water in Africa, and I told you that they
probably just used lots of sugar there. You disagreed with me, and
said that just because they like tea is no reason to hate, and smeared a
slab of cranberry butter over your com muffin. You were mo.;mg to
Africa.to save the situation from getting out of control. I offered you
my entire stock of African street maps, but you said no, I have a nice

Sweaters smell of car exhaustLocal teen takes own life in family garage,
note blames mother.

Pants tuck their knees into foetal positionAbandoned newborn found dead in public toilet,
placenta still attached.

Socks stray from matesCalifornia man, 80, tried for murder
after unplugging wife from life-support system.

set of luggage that I bought in Boston last spring. When I asked you,
what country are you going to, you told me that you would pick one
that began with the letter "S" because that was the letter that began
your favorite aunt's name, Selina

Like a beetle on its back,
legs kicking hard at the raving sky,
I am full and black.

Did I tell you, that I saw you, over stale donuts, cooling tea, and
sugar packets with pictures of ships, in Africa, giving money to the
poor and searching for really good hair care program. If I did, I also

told you that I did not see myself in Africa with you.
My love, I am glad that you purchased luggage in Boston last
spring. Have someone in Africa telegram if you are dead.

40
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Nickles
Jonathan King
For the eighteenth time (or at least that's how many times be
could remember for sure) J~k woke up with nicldes on his eyelids.
And this time, as everytime, it was with a scream that he boli.ed

upright from the hard institutional mattress, the last flicker of fear
crossing his face, as the small silver coins hit the ground and rolled
under the bed, disappearing from sight If it weren' t for his sweatsoaked T-shirt, be might have forgotten the incident almost entirely,

as he bad (mercifully) seventeen times before. It wasn't quite the
same this time.
The intensity of his dream bas been steadily inaeasing over the
past two weeks to the point where he could no longer truthfully to

himself put it off as just another bad nightmare. Another difference
was that this time, be bad felt the nickles as they were placed, not so
gently, on his closed eyes. In the past. he'd imagined it, or thought
he had. but this time it was real He was sure.
For the remainder of the day he kept asking himself why he
should be having such a horrible, recurring dream. Later that night,
as they shaved his temples, he figured it out

Andrew Zuck
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Jodi Miller

Susan Merta

Matther Topper
I am a soldier,

Understand my dilemma-In pursuit of my opponent (singular),

He in pursuit of Me.
Wounded, bleeding from his trap,
My sores inviting misty rain.
We have prepared for this day,
these days of battle,
Hunting, each a cat,
Each a mouse,
Since We could hold a gun.

I have won! I have won!
And now the battle's done.
Now I need not fear,
Now I needn;t run.
At last my opponent lay
With half a brain;
He feels not the rain,
He feels no pain.
With the demise
of him I despise,
A new-found question does arise,
In his death, did I too die?
Without an enemy,
Who am I?
Who am I?

Now I have him in my sight,
My night-scope infrared.
From the darkness of night

And the cover of these leaves
I have found him unsuspecting

The bullet that bears his name.

My gun fires silent;
The flash gives Me away,

Though I shoot him from behind.
One shot to push the gray
stuff through his head.
I tum him over, hammer pulled;
I'll use my .44 to view his face
-in case it's just a trick.
His face is not dissimilar from mine,
Save the gaping hole.
46
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Kimberly Ann Stout

Melancholic
Chris Fairchild
See, Mommy, there he is, the shadow on the wall
Shrinking, then growing, then shrinking again

From the Power Tie Counter at
Brooks Brothers, 1986
Stan Eskil

Six hundred and sixty-six cards in his hand

I am not so unlike
the man who rummages

We played all night

through your garbage every morning

Reciting Humpty Dumpty over and over
Turning the hourglass from time to time
Sipping roses from a wine glass

Down the broken back alleys.

We had grilled psychology sandwich and toasted

I find my way to your dwnpster.

You and everyone elsewhere
It was dark but the candle lit the way

I search with uncut yellowing fingernails

Out oµ the porch wit)l the traffic
Signalled that we were getting nowhere
Faster than the speed of sound
Waves rushing up the shore
Lined with peace
Fully assured that something
Something is happening to me.

through rancid brown puddles

your bent cans and rotting meat and mushy paper bags
My clothes are a carnival
of all that's unflattering and unfitting
with seruns that split like a corn's husk around my wrists
and scars like random kernels up my forearms
and when I turn
wheeling my stolen cart away
it is with few precious additions
a cracked green bottle a half chewed bone
if the weather's good

I'll continue the search
for the melange that soothes and forgets
that which is already forgotten or lost
or, rather,
that which can not be found
at your dumpster.
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In Passing
B.L. Seiber
The·pottery, prints and watercoloi:s
will defy the void, until his family ·
collects the odds and ends. They'll
be quick to locate the bonds and
certificates. I told him it should
all be in a bank, or a box, and was
scolded for implying that the honesty
of a Raphael Soyer, or the boldness
of a Motherwell, or the simplicity of
a Brenton Hart could ever be contained.
The sycamore he painted so oftensurreal cloud-greys, day-greens, warm
brown-stands bare. A sharp wind blows
debris across the lawn. The bowl set out ·
for ·the cat remains empty. They' 11 come
take the car, his chair, and the nightstand, jiggling his keys, unaware of the
moment these sparse rooms echoed his slow
step one final time. Where was I when he
last clicked that lock? Discussing
deconstructionist theory? Smiling with
some younger intrigue? A teacher is dying
a small humble death.•.

Scott Adkins

!'step into the day, note the contrast of
brightness to the promise of winter.
The fine wool overcoat and tattered red
sweater-gifts from him-still carry
his feel, his breath, his idea. I wear
them proudly, feel the ~ooth refined
line of his imagination hanging mid-air.
The rose-blue watercolor he called
A Forest ofBalloons and I call
Lollipop Trees hangs to one $ide
of the desk where I study.

Shawn Comella

Mannequin Man
Pandel Lee Collaros
An October evening ride in a hansom cab through Central Park,
as two dark figures in breakaways flicker on the distant horizon of a
tropical ocean-fiending a head.
They all looked so real. That's what people always said. He
knew they were real. People are so ignorant, he thought They
couldn't see the life in art, the art in life, the beauty of death-the
perfection-and then something like this had to happen. He should
have noticed it earlier. But then he had been ignoring her lately. He
shouldn't have just let her go untended after all that attention.
Maybe he had used her too much. But she was his favorite, his first
Anyway, who could have known what she would do? Women. And
now this. It was distasteful to say the least, and rude to the other
girls even though personally it didn't bother him too much. He
rationalized it as perfection gone sour-rancid butter... dreams
dissolving into the ceiling blur-unfortunate but probably completely
natural and inevitable.
He got up and padded softly across the parquet floor of his
whitewashed studio; over to the small bar along a counter which
separated the circular loft into left and right hemispheres. He lived in
~ left and worked in the right A bottle of bourbon rested on the
shelf above the bar, next to the bitters and sweet vennouth. I~ut
no cherries---<:ame from the tiny refrigerator. He never ate the
cherries anyway. He liked that one drink only, and he never had any
visitors except for the gir~d they didn't drink. So with glass in
hand, he sprawled across the recliner and surveyed the accoutrements
of his trade. A toast to art
Obviously everything throughout his life had figured in to what
he had become. He knew that instinctively, but today the thought
had floated listlessly up into his consciousness. It was a pseudoquestion that millions has asked before, and would ask until the last
sigh-as long as there were people, they wondered-whether out of
despair, boredom, or cheerful exhaustion.
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His mood wandered with his thoughts. College years. A
background in organic chemistry, post-graduate research into latex
polymers, metallurgy-delicious co-eds. How he had feared
rejection by the mindless creatures who would someday grow fat and
useless. He had hated himself-and them-for it What potent
entity had bestowed upon them such a mysterious and complete
power, most times only to be squandered in pursuits of petty
manipulation?
If it weren't for the chemistry, this feminine asphyxiation would
have had to have been mitigated by some other means. But the
chemistry gave him the power. He discovered it. It being a
revolutionary polymer of remarkable strength and hardness when
dry, but so unassuming that it handled like ordinary housepaint when
liquid. Also miraculous was that no matter the contour or detail of a
surface, or ability of the applier-the substance would adhere and
settle into a unifonn thickness to within a tolerance of a few microns.
Furthermore, if desired, an aerosol spray could be prepared. In any
case, within a matter of twenty seconds (a period during which any
woman could comfortably hold her breath) the latex polymer would
set. Then hardened into a titanium-strength substance, an exact
replica of the surface is rendered-and all without the necessity of
casting from within! No, he wasn't going to waste it as housepaint
And to think that womankind had given him this twist of
inspiration. It warmed his heart to look at the girls he had around
him now. Only the most beautiful women became his models,
women he chose, women who needed no artifice to attain the
perfection of his work. Of course, there were not many. Anyway, he
couldn't be too prolific; that wouldn't be wise. Quality, not quantity,
he mused.
Sometimes well-known models, but more often their agents,
approached him. In neither case would he have anything to do with
them. There was no need to grind his name into the gossip mills of
high fashion media. Already the early morning "light fluff' had
propositioned him-the so<alled television ..news magazines" with
their cute anchorwimps and pretentious she-persons. There was no
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point in submitting himself to their idiotic ignorance. What could

virtually upon demand. That was to be understood from the first. He

they possibly ask? They would never be able t.O get it together
enough to ask a truly intelligent question. They'd have to approach it
from an up-beat sex angle. He took his work too seriously. Now
maybe if the Corporation for Public Broadcasting wanted to do a
documentary ...

would never sell--0nly rent-and only with that stipulation. Of
course his clients would agree. The dolls were unique. The only
complaints were about their weight which made them difficult to
transport, and their inflexibility which limited display possibilities.
They were more like statues creatively posed, than mannequins.
Anyway it was his agent's problem to explain it as part of a secret

He didn't want the notoriety anyway. That was why he chose
only the unknown beauties. He knew that nothing could be more
distracting to a piece of figurative art than a "name" being associated
with its subject Each she must be a nobody. Under different
circumstances, the girls probably would never have noticed him
either. Even though he was not bad looking, he was not suave. He

artistic process take-it-or-leave-it. Having an agent was definitely a
plus.
It also gave him more time to spend with the girls. He would
rotate them. Sometimes he just became lonely for a particular doll.
He had Roxanne back for quite a while now. She was his favorite,

lacked the confidence which so often in itself is sufficient. But no
matter. Women were fascinated by his reputation and the mystery
that enshrouded it.
He laughed to himself. How much mystery could there be to a
man totally immersed in his work, with no outside interests, who
seldom roamed from his loft apartment/studio but to acquire the raw

his first. But he had abused her so much. Sometimes he would get
bored with her posturing, and then he would stray to the others.
Posing was a very important part of the process. The latex felt
funny at first, some said before he would do their faces and they
didn't talk anymore. Sometimes it was hard to keep the girls from
blinking when the spray came. So some of the dolls had their eyes

materials of his trade? He didn't even hustle placements anymore:
his agent, who knew scarcely more than anyone else about him, did
that He was an artist, and the art was in the choosing of his models.
That progress was part of the mystery also.

closed. That turned out to be an interesting feature in some of his
work. However, he preferred strong attitudes as opposed to passive,
and in general that tendency prevailed. He enjoyed the feeling that
came when he "did a doll" in an aggressive posture, one which might

And that the girls thought him a little strange? But no, that was
not the case now. He had been a bit paranoid in college. Back then,
those who by some chance had come to almost know him grew
noticeably apprehensive at the equipment in his basement room. Not

dominator.
The half doi.en girls before him didn't talk at all. He had to
chuckle out loud. Perfect women. He became aroused when he

a lot of stuff, buy things they could never quite figure out--0r forget
Obviously he was into chemistry, but a carpenter or maybe a dentist
would use something like this or that. That was then. The girls now
didn't think it strange. The special tools could only be the
instruments of a special talent. Far be it from the uninitiated to
understand the techniques of a master in an unusual form.

contemplated them. He had posed Marianne defiantly on all fours,
like a cat poised to strike. Her pert, full mouth open in feline
exclamation. After the spray had set, he had met the new-found
hardness of that pert mouth (still warm for a few moments more)
with his own hardness. The mouth, not for talking now, not for
thoughtless insults to his masculinity. Forevermore, an open

He had made a lot of money now too, which wasn't very
important to him, at least not in a conscious way. He loved his
mannequins. Most important was that he could have them back-

invitation. Barbara. He eyed the firm buttocks flexing and sliding
across one another as she climbed upon a high-backed chair, a closelipped look of conquest on her backturned face. How many times he
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have intimidated him in his college days. Of course now he was the
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had ~bed against the dark inner crevice as he frigged himself

convulsingly. He had fitted a hard latex ball onto a modified
toothlxush. That was one of his first gadgets. And then Karen,
saluting the ceiling with pointed breasts as she arched back in a
sinuous stretch. Quite a number of times he had wilted into her
cleavage, bruised and swollen after having been violently aroused by
the hose of a vacuum cleaner attachment The dozen or so more he
had rigged up----Candy, Sabrina . . What names, he thought
But finally-and firstly-Roxanne. He looked down at his
glass, shook the ice. His eyes shifted over to Roxanne. Yes, he had
used her too much, then neglected her. He felt sad as he watched the
small puddle almost indiscenuoly grow larger on the floor between
her perfectly painted toes. His eyes followed the line of brownish
liquid, tracing it up the inside of her left thigh to the hairline aack he
knew now existed where her womanhood was outlined. The drill
was n~t all that powerful. He had mounted it upside-down in a
makeshift harness which vibrated against his groin, the drill bit
covered with a large soft swathe of rubber to protect the doll. He
must have fatigued the latex after so many encounters.
He thought of ways he might save her. If he had caught it right
away-but putrefacation had set in and it wouldn't be right to keep
her here with the others. He was sad, but not devastated. Still, his
sadness sapped his energy for action. He had bette.r check the others,
he thought Maybe even make sneak inspections where the other
girls had been placed. What a drag. Well. he couldn't do much
tonight He wQuld think about it in the morning. He shook the ice in
his glass again. He didn't even notice the smell much anymore.

-the end-

Susan Merta
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